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The interlude of the Gallery

Marchands merciers

Jean-Antoine Watteau, L'Enseigne de Gersaint, 1720, Berlin, Schloss Charlottenburg (inv.
GK 1200/1201)

Attested in Paris since the 12th century, the corporation of marchands

merciers was first dedicated to textile supplies. It took off during the

Renaissance, following the enrichment of the fabric trade and its

importation. It then acquired the right to trade more and more diversified

products, its trade and its relations allowing the arrival in France of

precious goods and favoring a prosperous luxury economy. In the 18th

century, the marchands merciers thus became one of the most important

trading corporations, sometimes real fashion trendsetters, and privileged

interlocutors of aristocrats wishing to follow them.

 

Bernard II Van Riesenburgh, Chest of drawers delivered by Thomas Joachim Hébert on
September 16th, 1737 for the retreat cabinet of Marie Leszczynska at the château de

Fontainebleau, Paris, Musée du Louvre (inv. OA 11193)

In the 18th century, the manufacture of an object of art or a piece of

furniture required multiple participants. Craftsmen belonging to a

corporation had to comply with certain rules forbidding them to practice

several crafts: a cabinetmaker was thus theoretically not allowed to work as

a bronze worker. Marchands merciers were indeed the preferred

intermediaries for the manufacture of complex objects, combining various

techniques. 

They were allowed to "embellish" all the goods they sold, but not to make

them. Their job was to assemble manufactured objects together, or to equip

them with precious frames. They allowed artisans of different specialties to

combine their work to create refined and original objects and furniture.

Creators of new ideas and designs, they followed ephemeral fashions, the

objects being embellished or assembled according to the taste of the

moment.

 

Sèvres royal manufactory, Jacques-François Micaud (painter), Covered sugarbowl from the
"petit service vert" of Louis XV, delivered by Lazare Duvaux to the King on March 9th, 1758,

1758, Versailles, Châteaux de Versailles et de Trianon (inv. V6195)

In addition to being indispensable interlocutors for the craftsmen, they

were also the privileged intermediaries of the clients, who rely on them for

their collections. Mercier dealers were also decorators, experts and

restorers. They had a loyal clientele, which they maintained by responding

to their every wish. They could thus create the layout of a room, design or

order particular textiles or organize the repair of a damaged piece of

furniture. Lazare Duvaux (circa 1703-1758) owes his fame and success to his

two most important clients, Madame de Pompadour and Louis XV. His Livre

journal, which informs us on his activities between 1748 and 1758, tells us

that he organized the cleaning of the bronzes of Madame de Pompadour,

during her installation at the Château de Bellevue.

 

Martin Carlin, Sèvres royal manufactory, Jewellery clamp delivered by Simon Philippe
Poirier in 1774 to the Duchesse de Mazarin, circa 1770-1774, Paris Musée du Louvre,

deposit at the châteaux de Versailles et de Trianon (inv. V 6205)

In the 18th century, the tour of the stores was one of the most important

social activities, along with the shows and the visits of civility. The shops of

the marchands merciers were thus frequented as Salons or cabinets of

curiosity in which one had to be seen. They are located in the hyper center

of Paris, between the western tip of the Île de la Cité and the Louvre. Within

this district, the rue Saint-Honoré is the royal way, which brings together the

court, high finance and the corporate aristocracy. It was here that the most

renowned marchands merciers were established, such as Simon-Philippe

Poirier (ca. 1720-1785) and Dominique Daguerre (ca. 1740-1796). 

 

Vincennes manufactory, Jean-Claude Chambellan Duplessis, Claude Le Boitteux, Porcelain
flower bouquet said "bouquet de la dauphine", 1749, Dresde, Staaliche Kunstsammlungen

(inv. PE 707)

 

More than just following fashions, the marchands merciers really created

them. Their reputation and the enthusiasm that they knew how to arouse in

their clientele allowed them to create new trends, which were imposed on

collectors. The flowering of art objects is a revealing fashion of this

operation. First produced by the Meissen manufactory, porcelain flowers

were very popular during the reign of Louis XV. A fleurisserie was even

devoted to the manufacture of these ornaments at the Sèvres manufactory

between 1748 and 1753. Assembled with bronze rods, they were placed

by marchands merciers on all sorts of objects, which they then marketed to

their customers. We thus find many objects, birdcages, candelabras or

bouquets, decorated with numerous flowers in naturalistic colors.

 

Martin Carlin, Corner cupboard delivered by the Darnault brothers in 1785 for the great
cabinet of Madame Victoire at the château de Bellevue, Paris, Musée du Louvre (inv. OA

5499)

Marchands merciers contributed to a large extent to the development of

French decorative arts, and to the renewal of its shapes in the 18th century.

They participated in the influence of French know-how, and were the

precursors of couturiers, antique dealers and other sellers of luxury items,

still present today in the faubourg Saint-Honoré.

 

See you next week for a new

interlude !

Meanwhile, you can follow us on at the gallery or on our websites:

https://www.francoisleage.com/fr/home
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